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Introduction 
As indicated in the title this is a continuation of [ 101, to which we refer for ail 
terminology. To emphasize the dependence the numbering of sections has hccn 
continued from [lOI so that this paper starts with section 4. Also the rcferencc:s 
from part I are repeated. 
Let the ground ring R be a field and let X be a space with H*X polynomial. . 
Then there is the Stasheff Halperin shm map pY : H*X ) C*X. It follows from 
part I that & has a homotopy inverse y ;y in the category of shm maps. This w;rs 
asserted without proof in [o]. In [ 1 I] May and Gugenheim constructed a multio- 
licative differential map gs : C*X+ H*X in the following cases: 
X = BT”, R arbitrary, T” a torus 
X = I’IK(ri, ni), R = Z,. 
Our ys may be viewed as a generalization cf this construction. Gugenheim ar:d 
May used g,Y to obtain an algorithm for the ccmputation of mod 2 cohomology of 
fibers of maps of the type X --, B where X is as above and H*( B, Z,) is polynomial. 
We consider the more general case of a fiber square 
with WX, H*B and H*E polynomial and we show that ys and yr give rise to :t 
small Koszul type complex 
H*X @ I(#)@ H*E 
1 \ 
whose homology is H*E’. Here ,/1 (sV) is the exterior coalgebra on the 
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suspension of ,he space V of indecomposables of H”B. ‘And f, s are twisting 
cochains. Explicit formulas for t and s are obtained provided Sq, behaves nicely on 
H*X, H* E. Examples where Sql does behave nicely include generalized Eilenberg 
MacLane spaces (so that we recover the results of Gugenheim and May) but also 
others, e.g. BSO. In [ 121 Schochet proved that the Eilenberg Moore spectral 
sequence for a fibration of type X -+ B may he non trivial. We give a different 
exalnple of that phenomenon. 
Apart from these results of a topological nature some of the algebra of the 
present paper is of interest in itself. In section 4 we show that the natural 
transformation of differential (co-)algebras 
BA,@BA,+B(A,@Az) 
!-2(C, @ C,)-+ flc, @I nc, 
have strongly homotopy (co-)multiplicative homotopy inverses. 
The essential step in the computation of t is the identification, in section 5, of the 
so called exotic product on H*X. This is an shm multiplication 
0:H*X@PI*X * H*X 
such that & is an equivalence of strongly hnmotopy commutative algebras. 
to thank Stasheff for asking (in a private conversation) whether such an 
product might exist. 
I want 
exotic 
4. Further consequences of Proposition 3.4 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a conmcted space with H *X an at most countably generated 
polynomial algebra. Then H * ,Y is a strong defotmafion retract of C’X in the category 
DASH, i.e. there exists & E DASH( H “X, C*X), y,v E DASH(C*X, H *X) such that 
yu l PY = H*X arid pu -ye = C*X 
by a hornotopy hs in DASH which has 
h, l p.y = I/F :H”X+CYX. 
Proof. Stasheff and Halperin [9] constructed a homology isomorphism 
& E DASH(H*X, PX); for an exposition see e.g. [6] or 131. Now apply 3.4 to px. 
Let V be an at most countably generated graded vector space, concentrated in 
even degrees if char(R) # 2. Let S(V) be the free commutative graded algebra 
generated by V, i.e. the polynomial algebra on a basis for V. Also let A (sV) be the 
exterior coalgebra cogenerated by the suspension sV of V. The universal maps and 
desuspension give a twisting cochain 
‘4 (.A++ sv 3 V-S(V) 
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and a corresponding morphism i E DC(./\ (sV), BS(V)). It is a well known consequ- 
ence of classical homological algebra that i is a homology isomorphism. Hence 
Proposition 3.4 applies and we get 
Proposition 4.2. Assume that V E DM and that V is connected or that V E DM,. 
Then there exists p E DCSH(BS( V). A (s V)) such thut in DCSH 
p-i= 14 (sV) and i l p = BS( V) 
by a homotopv h with h l i = T/F. . 
Note that, using the functor o :DCSH+DA we get: O(i) E 
DA(0.J (sV), RBS( 1')) is a strong deformation retract in DA (recall that w 1 DC = 
0). 
As in 6.2 of [6] there is the following corollary 
Corollary 4.3. i gives a bijection 
i* : DASH,,(S(V), A)+ T&l(sV),A) 
between homotopy classes of shm mapsS( V) ) A and homotopy clnsses of 
twisting cochains ,/i (sV) -+ A. Here A is any object of DA. 
For any two objects A, B in DA there is a natural j E DC(BA @ BB, B(A @ B)). 
It is given by specifying its twisting cochain as 
A@B’ 
t I= t” @ T/c + 7-)P @ tB. 
It is easily seen that 3.4 applies to j so that O(j) has a right inverse q E 
DA(OB(A @ B), O(BA @ BB)) for which @‘)q = RB(A @ B) in DA. Using 4.I* 
of 13) and the classical comparison results of h.omological algebra, e.g. X.12 of [S], 
one gets the following slightly stronger ver! i,Jn 
ProposiQion ‘4.4. There are natural transform,rtions j E DC(BA @ BB, B(A @ 13)) 
and q E DA(RB(A @ B), R(BA @ BB)) with qL?(j) = R(BA @ BZ3) and LJ(j)q = 
nB(A @B) by a natural homotopy in DA. 
Here B(-)@%(-) and B(-@I--) are defined on the category of pairs of 
connected differential algebras. 
Note that when A, B E DA_ we need the connectedness to ensure that 
B(A @ B) is simply connected. 
\ 
Remark, j is natt!ral with respect to shm maps, see Proposition 6.8. 
There is of course a dual result 
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Proposition 4.5. There are natural transformations j E DA(R(C @ D), M’@ f2D) 
and q E DC(B(OC @I KID), Bf2(C @ D)) with B(j)q = B(RC @ l2D) and qB(j) r= 
BR( C @I D) by a natural homotopy in DC. 
This is obtained by using classical homological algebra to get a trivialized 
extension in the sense of [6] 
f2(C@G &!C@flD h : n(C’@ D)+fl(C@ D) 
P 
to which 2.2 of [6] can be applied. 
5. Applications to fiber squares 
Throughout th,’ rest of this paper 
is a pull back diagram with p a fibration, X, B and E connected spaces with 
H *X, H* B, WE at most countably generated polynomial algebras. It is also 
assumed that rr,(f?) acts trivia!ly on H*(fibre(p)). 
Then the algebraic Eilenberg Moore spectral sequence for the diagram 
c*,x - C*B - C*E 
<“( (“p 
has E?-term Tor(H*f, H*p) and it converges to 
Tor(C*f, C*p)= H*E’. 
Since the morphisms C*f, C*p, H*f, H*p are actually in DA G DASH the torsion 
products are the classical ones 
Tor(C*f, C*p) = TorC-&I’*X, C*E) 
Tor(H*f, H*p) = Torrr-H(H*X, H*E). 
However. WC’ shall replace H*f, H*p by shm maps so we stick to the notation 
introduced in [6]. 
Using 4.1 and 5.4 of [fi] we get 
Theorem 5.2. For the above situation there is a pair of shm maps F and P such that 
the following diagram homotopy commutes 
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H*X & H*B $ H*E 
+ C*B 3 C-E 
c*f c*?J 
unique up to homotopy in DASH. The diagram induces an 
spectral sequences 
F and P are 
isomorphism of 
I 
EM(F, P)-+ EM,(C*f, C*p) 
and a compatible isomorphism of graded vector spaces 
Tor(F, P)-,Tor(C*f, C*p). 
This says that, additively, Tor(C*f, C*p) and the corresponding Eilenberg 
Moore spectral sequence can be computed from the complex 
where the filtration is inherited from the standard one on BH* B. Using also 4.2 it 
follows that BH* B can be replaced by /1 (s’V) where V = OH * B is the space of 
indecomposables. Thus our final “small complex” for the computation of H* E’ 
and its spectral sequence is 
where i : A (sV)+ BS( V) comes from 4.2. 
It was shown in section 7 of [6] that one may take F = H*f, P = H *p provided 
either that the characteristic p is # 2 or that p = 2 and that Sqt vanishes on H*X 
and H* E. In these cases the small complex in question becomes the standard 
Koszul complex for the computation of To .H*H(H*X, H”E), and the spectral 
sequence collapses. Technically, H*f and H”p may be used, because the condi- 
tions on the characteristic and/or Sq, guarantee that px and & are morphisms of 
she algebras, i.e. they commute with the usua.l commutative cup product on H*X 
and H* E a.nd the she products on C*X and C*E (see [6] for details). 
Now the usual product on H*X is but one, albeit the most natural one, way of 
considering H*X an she algebra. In other words: Even though 
u: H*X @ H*X-, H*X is strictly commutative, one may still choose non zero 
homotopies to show that it is strongly homotopy commutative. In fact 4.1 
immediately implies 
Proposition 5.3. With X as above there exists precisely otze (up to homotopy in 
DASH) she algebra structure 0: H*X @ H*X ) H*X wch lthat 
ps E DASH(H*X, C*X) is a morphism of she algebras, i.e. 
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k:motopy commutes in DASH. 
We shall refer to such a 0 as “the exotic product” on N” X. From 1.3 of [6] we see 
that the exotic product coincides with the ordinary one, unless char(R) = 2 and 
Sq, # 0 on H*X. As we shall see in section 6, the exotic product can be determined 
in terms of SqI in many important cases. But first we note how the exotic product on 
H*X determines F: H*B + H*X. 
Proposition 5.3. Let b,, i E I, be a basis for V = c)H * B and Pet f, be the restriction of 
H * f to R [ 6, ] c H * B. Then otte may take the following composition as F 
69 f. iJ1 (I) 0 
H*B =@rElR[bi] -+ @,H*X T H*X. 
Here 8(” denotes (some) iteration of the exotic product. 
Proof. This is a straightforward computation using the naturality of she structures 
on C*( - ), the definition of & as 0”’ l 8, pi where p, is PO restricted to R [ bi 1, and 
the formal properties of an she algebra. 
6. Determination of the exotic product 
Throughout this section thtz characteristic is 2. Also X is a space with H*X 
polynomial and same conditions as before. We choose a splitting of the projection 
H*X+ QH*X = U so that we get UC H*X = S(U). 
By [hj Y,~ induces an isomorphism 
H*(RX) = Tort., (R, R)-,Torrras (R, R) = A(sU). 
Using this as an identification the cup product on H*(OX) induces a map 
4 : A (sU)@ .I (sU)-+ .A (sU) and we have the following natural question 
(6.1) Does the diagram 





B(S( u Cl3 I/)) = B(S(U)@ S(W~-g)W(U) 
homotopy commute in DC? 
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If the answer is yes, then clearly (by 4.3~ this determines (the homotopy type of) 
the exotic product. 
We shall first find a necessary condition for a positive answer. If the diagram 
homotopy commutes then the restriction of the two maps to id (s(u @O), s(O$ u)), 
u any element of U are homotopic as twisting cochains. But homotopy classes of 
twisting cochains defined on an exterior coalgebra on two cogenerators are 
classified by the characteristic lasses, see section 6.2 of [6]. In this case the “lower” 
composition has class (u, u, 0) whereas the top one has class 
(u, u, PLJ’i(lf u u) + Sq,(u)). 
Since t ‘(“)’ I is the canonical map 
n (sU)--, su + u c S(U) 
we see that Sq,(u) must belong to U C S(U). From here one easily shows the “only 
if” part of 
Theorem 6.1. The above diagram homotopy commutes in DC if .and only if the 
splitting 
U-+ H*X 
of H*X+ QH*X = U commutes with the action of Sql. Here the action of Sq, on 
QH”X is induced by the one on H*X. 
The rest of this section is devoted to 
describing the cup product on H*(OX). 
the proof of the “if” part. We start by 
Lemma 6.2. There exist elements u, E U, 1 5 d < n + 1 (n I x) and non negative 
integers mi 5 x such that 
{(SqlY(“i) I l G<n+l,O(j<m,-I 1) 
is a basis for U. If m, < x then 
(sqJ”~+‘(u,) = 0. 
Proof. Note that (SqJ means Sq, iterated j times, and that the Sql action in 
question is the one induced on U. The proof is inductive. We assume that II, and m, 
have been defined for each i less than k, where k > 0. Assume also that the set 
Sk = {(sql)‘(Ui) 10 ~i<k,O~j<mi+l} 
is linearly independent and that the space Uk spanned by it contains all elements of 
U of degree > min{deg(ui ) 1 i < k }. 
One then picks i& and mk as follows. First of ah uk E U\UL is of maximal degree. 
If all such & have (Sql)‘(uk )ff uk for all j then ink = x, and no further conditions 
are imposed on uk. Otherwise, uk is chosen such that the smallest integer nt~ with 
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(SqJ”~ +‘(uk) E Uk is as small as possible. In both cases it is clear that Sk +I is linearly 
independent and that U k-c I contains each element of U of degree > min{deg(rc,) 1 i < 
k + 1). In the second case there is a relation of the form 
Here rtj E R is zero unless j 3 mk + 1 (degree reasons). Therefore we can replace ilk 
by ll,c + C c, (Sqr) - j “*-‘(u) if need be, thereby getting (Sql)mk”(&) = 0 as desired. 
This finishes the inductive step. Note, however, that the proof is complete, only if U 
is of finite type. in general one must use induction over (at most countable) 
ordinals. We leave this to the reader. 
In view of the lemma we see that a splitting U ---* H*X commuting with Sq, exists 
if and only if H*X admits a set of polynomial generators which together with 0 is 
closed under Sql. 
Since the splitting U-* H*X = S(U) is assumed to commute with Sq, the above 
lemma gives a complete description of Sq, on H*X (because of the formula 
Sq,(xy ) = x”Sql(y) + Sq,(x)y’). Since transgression in the Serre spectral sequence 
for the path space fibration flX -+ PX -+ X lets squaring in H*(RX) correspond to 
the Sql action on H*X one can easily go on to prove the following 
Proposition 6.3. With the above 11, and the above identification of H*(OX) with 
A (sU) (additively) one has 
H*(RX) = R[o-(u,)) 15 i < n + I]/! 
where 1 is the ideal generated hy those u(u, )2m8” for which m, < X. 
We put K = {(i, j) 1 1 C= i < n + 1,O 5 j < m, + I}, and if L C K we let SI, = 
S( ur ). A,. = A (sU, ) where U,. is the subspace of U spanned by all (Sq&u,) with 
(i-j) E L. We write S,, and .4,, ir+tead of Si(,.,,) and A ((r.IIl. If j > mi let A, = R = St,. 
Also we let S, (and A,) denote SI, (and A,,) where L, = ((i, j) 10 5 j < mi + 1). The 
above implies that 4 induces maps 
such that under the obvious identifications 
where 7: (@, -4,) @ (8, .I,)-, 8, (A, @ :Ii) is the twist map. Also 4i induces maps 
d4, : A,, @ A,, --, A, @ .A(, +I) 
in terms of which d), is the (possibly infinite) composition 
Now our strategy for proving that the diagram 
A(SU)@ A (SC& A (sl/) 
Ji 
B(SU@SCJ)%#S($ 
homotopy commutes is to decompose the exotic product in a way completely 
analogous to the above for 4. to show that the elementary pieces of C#I and 0 do 
correspond, and finally to prove that the piecing-together mechanisms (i.e. tensor 
products, compositions, and twist maps) fit nicely with A (s( - ))A f?(S( - )). We 
first need 
Lemma 6.4. Let L, L ’ C K. If L n L ’ = v) thevt the diagram 
SI. 0 SI_ * = s 1. Ul.’ 
18 
VI. Vl ’ 
I 
vi IJI ’ 
wJNww) F WJ) 
where v., is the obvious inclusion, homotopy cl jmmutes in DASH. 
Proof. We must show that the diagram 
s,. @ Sr. 1 = s I. Ul.’ 
J VI. @ VL, J Vl Ul.’ 
wJmw-J) WJ) 
c*x@c*x 77 c*x 
homotopy commutes. From the definition 
p.X l VL = 0”-’ l @ICE, (px ’ Vk)) 
where fl”-’ is the “L-fold” iteration. Using 
rest is trivial. 
of & one has 
this and the formal properties of 0 the 
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One can extend this to countably many factors. As a special cwz one then gets 
that the identification of S(U) with @k Sk is given by @‘“‘*@, vk (at least up to 
homotopy), not just for the ordinary product, but also when 0 is the exotic product. 
Lemma 6.5. There exists an shm map 8, such that 
0ij s, , 
ST2 * Si, @Si(j+I) 
s ’ 
I $2 I fij QD Vi(j+l) 
S(U)@’ w-J)@ SW) 
homotopy commutes. 
Proof. By 6.2 of [6] there is a unique (up to homotopy) shm map 8i, which has 
characteristic lass (u,, u,,, Q,+~)) wh ere Uij is short for (SqI)‘(Ui). A simple computa- 
tion of characteristic classes now show that 
PS -0 ’ ( Vi, @ Vt(, + I ,) ’ 0,j 2: 0 ’ (PX @ PX ) ’ ( Vij @ Vi! )* 
Applying yX on both sides one gets the desired result. 
It follows from the above that there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
(@j-.k s(u)@ (@,zk s(u)@‘) (@,d s(u))@ @,‘k s(“)@2) 
1 1 @ @bk 0) 
S(U) = SW) 
where 
Now define 0, : S, @ Si Z+ S, to be the (possibly infinite) composition 
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etc. 
Since each element of &(S?‘) involves only finitely many of the variables 
I+, 0 5 j < rni f 1 and since 0, have honest units, this is well defined. 













wNz3S(U) a SW) 
And for j = mi + 1 (if mi = x some limit arg qment must be substituted) the right 
side of the diagram simply becomes (up JO homotopy and again using 6.4) 
V, : S, -+ S(U). Thus we have shown 
Lemma 6.6. With the above definition of 0, the diagram 
0, 
S?' * Si 
homotopy commutes. 
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homotopy commutes. Thus by 6.4 we have (up to homotopy as always) 
0= (@I, 0,)* T. 
The diagram 
is homotopy commutative in DC by a simple application of 6.2 of [6). Thus all we 
need to finish the proof of i4 = /3(8)i is the following lemma (and its generalization 
to countably many factors - we leave that to the reader). 
Lemma 6.7. If 
A (s w,,, ) & - :a (SK,) 
I i I i 
Wwn) - B(SK) , tn = I,2 
P (fm ) 
hontotopy commutes in DC then so does 
& 60 & :w WI @ W)) = A (SW,)@ A (s we)-.-+ 44 (s V,) @I A (s Vz) 
I i I i 
BS(W,@ W,)= B(SW,@Sw,)- BwK)dpS(v,)). 
P(fl ci3 f4 - 
PrOOf. Since 
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BS( WI @ W,) ‘i BS( W,)@ BS( W,) 
commutes, the crucial thing is to show the following 
Proposition 6.8. Let f,,* E DASH(A ,,,, B,, ). ~2 = 1,2. Then 
W%)@B(Az) 
P(fdc9 P(fd 
> WV@ B(h) . 
I i i 
j 
B(A 18 A,) 
P(fl@ fd 
p B(BI Q9 B,) 
- 
con2 nt Mes. 
Proof. Composing with I’J”~~ we see that this means 
(fl 8 f2)j = f 1 @ rl~ + 77~ 8 f2. - 
Writing J as RitEI for some trivialized extension E, = (cu, : X, -+ A,, p,, h, ) and some 
gi E DA(X, Bi) we further reduce to 
t = (h, @ X,t + /.I~cY~ @ h,)(t u t) + (p, 8 pz)t A,sA, 
so by induction (using that j E DC) 
as desired. 
Module those details about extensions to countably many variables which have 
explicitly been left to the reader, this finishes the proof of 6.1. 
Note that by Lemma 6.7 the iterated exotic product (B”‘“) makes the diagram 
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# 
(iter) 






7. Explicit description of Fi 
As before choose a basis bl, I E L for QH*B = V. Define fi : 
where U = OH*X, by f’r(ub,) = [b,]. The commutative diagram 
A (sh)-+ BS( U), 
0((g), .4 (SU)) = ml (S($r U)) 
1 4t scu)i fb’“‘) s(u)= H”X 
then gives us the twisting cochain Fi : A (sV)+ H*X. Here p,j, i are the natural 
transformations from 4.2 and 4.4. We have explicit formulas for everything here, 
except for p. We now give the necessary information about p. Recall from the 
proofs of 4.2 and 3.4 that p : BS( U)* OA (sU) is the twisting cochain associated 
with a set of EZ-data (in the sense of 131): 
A (SW) & B(S( W)), h: BS(W)+BS(W) 
P 
where i E DC, p E DM, pi = A (SW) and D(h) = BS( W) - ip. If h and p are known, 
then p is given by the recursive formula, see [3], 
(1) p = (p u p)h + t wv)p. 
Now let wk, k E K be a basis for W and assume K ordered. 
Then ,I (SW) has a basis consisting of all 
with k,<k,<...<k,,, n 3 0, and i is given by the formula 
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where 7r ranges over the symmetric group on {1,2,. . ., n). p can be taken as 
follows. If M, is some monomial in wA then 
p[M, 1.. .[ M,] = a(w&7(wk,). . .rr(wk,,) if each M, = some wk, 
and k,<k,<...<k,(nH) 
(3) c = 0 otherwise. 
Finally h is defined as follows. If A4 is a non trivia1 monomial in the wk then we let 
k(M) = max{k 1 wk divides M} and we put A4 = wL&P. Then one has 
(4) h[M, 1 l - l 1 M,] = xi.=, cm [Wk(M,(,))] - - - 1 Wk(M,,,.,)I M;. -. M:I Mv+, 1 n . . 1 M,] 
where I is maximal with k(A&) c k(M,) < . . . c k(M,) and 7r ranges over all 
permutations of { 1,2,. . ., v}. 
Now p[M,(...IM,] is explicitly computable in terms of the formulas (l), (3) 
and (4). 
8. Example 
We consider the fiber square 
E’- P 
BSO x BSO - k’(&, 4) 
f 
where f is given by f*(i) = w2@ w2, i the fundamental class, and where I’ is 
contractible. It is easy to show that X = BSO x FiSO satisfies our hypothesis on Sy,. 
In fact one easily shows that 
H*(BSO; Z2) = Zr[{(SqlYwzi 1 i = l,i 3,. . .,j = 0,1,2,. . .}I. 
For abbreviation we let u = w&) 1, u = 1 Q9 M 2 and we write u, and II, for (SqJ(v) 
and (Sq,)‘(u). We then have 
f*(i) = vu 
f*(Sq’ i) = vlu + uuI 
f”w12 9 = u2u -I- v~u~+ vi2 
f*(Sq’i) = t&4, + vd.4’. 
Now let A, = g(Sq”i) E (1 (sV), v = 0, 1,2,3. 
Then we have the following element in H*X @ :I (sV)@ Z 
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c = (u& uv-9 V4)@M! +(uvL.‘, + v2v,)@hoA2 
+jv:+ uv2+ v’)@Ar,h~+ v3@AJ2 
+ vvl@A,A~+ v’@A:A;. 
The homological degree of c is - 2 and its total degree is 15. Using the above 
formulas for f*(A,,) one immediately sees that c is a l-cycle so that it represents an 
element of EY2*” in the spectral sequence. To compute &(cls(c)) we must find 
Fi(A,.A, ), 0 (: v < I_C 5 3. We have W = $IEI. U. Here the only part of the basis for 
U we need is 
{ UT u1, u2, . . ., v, VI, vz, . . . 1 
and the only part of L we need is {0,1,2,3} corresponding to the basis elements 
i, Sq, i, (Sq,)?. (Sq,)‘i. We have 
Fi(AIA2) = m(ts(“?@‘))pj([ II111 + VU,]@[V2U + vlul+ vu’]). 
Here 
j([v,u + vu,]@[v*u + vIuI + vu’])= 
cc1 8 vd(1 @ u)+ (143 v)U 0 dl(v Qp I)“@ 63 u+ (v10 WI QD I)+ (v @ 1) 
x (u 60 I)*1 
2nd the ordering of the basis elements is such that the foIlowing lemma applies. 
Lemma 8.1. If up,, is a basis for W then with ti short for (TW, 
PEW&. . . WI,1 wj,. . . w,,] = 
if ik Wk lk..N,Zj,%..3j,, 
= 
x:,, (I?,, 1. . .I G,& 1 E,, I l l l 1 *,,, + I I Eir @,, 1 rii,l, 1 I l 9 l 1 @j, I @ir 1 I l l l I @ifi) 
if j,b...dj,2ik ZQ-,%..2i,, 
Proof. By induction. 
Using the lemrna one can compute 
pj([v,u + v~~,]@I[v’z~ + C,CQ + vu’]) and then Fi(A,A2). 
However, it is easier to note tha: u = o(t”‘? 4”‘) maps into a commutative 
algebra so that terms that differ only in ordering can be neglected. Also note that 
for w = v or w = 14 
@((dW 0 w,)>) = si, W,+I. 
Then one gets 
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Fi(A,A,) = t?v,u, + v,ulu + v,vu2+ P,II~LI,. 
Similarly one computes 
Fi(X,,A,) = vt~, + L’,w~, 
Fi&A,) = v’u, + v,d 
Fi(AoA3) = 0 
Fi(A,‘A%) = vgh- I_& 
Fi(A?A,) = v2ti,a, + v94’14,. 
Since ~11 = 0 G V,U, in Ey* we see that 
d,(cls(c)) = cls(v2v,(v314, + v,uq+ d(v,u,u + v,vuJ 
+ vv,(vg43+ dup- UZ(VZL~,LI~ + V,l1211,)) 
= cls( ?I-%, If;, + v-k, Id? + v%, 14,) 
= cls(v4v, u:). 
Since f *(H*(K(& 4); 2,)) . is s mmetric in ui and vi, no factor of v’L,,u~ is in the y 
image of f*. Thus cls(v4v,u~) is non zero in El** and we are through. 
Note that the above fiber square factors over K&,2) x K(Z,.2)$ K(Z2.4) 
where g(i) = jk u, k the fundamental classes). Thus the above result on d, could be 
derived by naturality using Schochet’s result [IO{. Alternatively one may read the 
above as an independent verification of Schochet’s result. 
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